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U136EA (U1800EA)
SOAP DISPENSER VANITY MOUNTED 

(SENSOR ACTIVATED)

Spout Assembly: Chrome and black plated ABS spout w/automatic 
dispenser. 
Shank Assembly: Black ABS high impact material. Requires a 1’ diameter 
in counter top with a maximum thickness of 2”. Optional spacer included if 
sink rim is 3/4” high or greater, 
Electronics: Automatic sensor detects users hand to dispense a pre-
determined amount LED light Indicator for low battery and low soap 
capacity. Four (4) D Alkaline battery’s (not included) Self contained motor 
assembly under counter. Average battery life 100 refills or 2 years. 
Replaceable Containers; Self contained soap refills eliminate cross  
contamination, spills and lost service keys. All bottles must be ordered 
separate. 
Capacity: Self contained non-refillable bottles with a capacity of 800ml (27 
oz) aprx, 1000 hand washes per unit, included with unit. 
U136EA: Vanity Mounted Soap Dispenser. 
Overall Size: 5 1/2”D x4 1/4”H 
140mm x 108mm 
CP1800: 800 ml soap refill bottle. (4 bottles per case) 
CP1600: 1600 ml soap refill bottle. (4 bottles per case) 
Types of Soap: 
-LM: Lotion wi Moisturizers 
-A: Antibacterial Soap 
-L: Lotion Hand Soap
U136FEA: Same as U136EA except dispenses foam in lieu of liquid.

Dispenser requires a 1” diameter hole in vanity for proper installation. 
Box is equipped with template for installation. All soap bottles are self 
contained to eliminate contamination. The use of non- approved refills 
will void warranty, Complete installation and refill instructions are 
included with every unit.
**For best performance, use pre-mixed low concentrate solutions. 
Dispensers should have periodic maintenance performed to insure 
the life of the dispenser. Rinse out tank and valve with warm water to 
prevent sludge buildup.
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